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Abstract

Like other languages, Chinese requires constant practice and exposure to learn. Chinese web

novels, a popular form of online media, come in a plethora of genres that provide readers a great

way to understand Chinese culture and contemporary usages of the language. While there are

online communities that translate these novels for English readers, there is currently no tool that

puts the English version together with the original text. By aligning the two texts together at the

paragraph level and providing Google Translate in an easily accessible form, CH-ENG is an online

web-novel-reading application where English readers can not only appreciate the original Chinese

text, but also have a helpful aid to improve their reading ability. Serving also as a resource for

finding books of the appropriate reading level, this tool attempts to make reading Chinese novels in

their raw form more approachable. For Chinese learners who are novel readers, this would not only

help improve their language proficiency, but also allow them to later tap into the vast untranslated

selections available online.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation: Problem Description

Chinese web novels are books primarily or solely published online. However, unlike traditional

books whose contents are published all at once, they are often written and released chapters at a

time. Due to their accessibility and convenience, web novels have become a popular medium of

literature in China, with revenues nearing 2.5 billion [13]. These web novels often come in a large

variety of genres, ranging from historical to contemporary slice-of-life. Although much is fiction,



much can be learned about Chinese history and culture through reading these works. Additionally,

the raw text provides a great opportunity to learn contemporary Chinese, especially modern slang

and idioms. However, it may be difficult for non-proficient Chinese readers to begin reading these

novels, as they may contain many characters or phrases that are not commonly taught in school.

Luckily, with the growth of Chinese web novels, communities of translators have emerged that

translate these novels into their English equivalent. While many of these translations are “unofficial”

(free fan translations not commissioned by a publisher), they can be a great reference for those

struggling to read the raw Chinese text just by itself.

However, there are currently no existing tools that bring Chinese web novels together with their

English translations. Web novel applications usually focus on either the Chinese or English market,

not both. For Chinese learners reading these novels in Chinese for the first time, they often have a

separate window open with Google Translate to look up the vocabulary. However, this breaks the

reading experience; an activity that should be relaxing would instead become annoying and tedious,

as they would constantly have to copy and paste words into Google. An alternative some readers

use is the Google Translate extension tool, which allows them to highlight the Chinese text for an

instant translation. However, these translations do not account for the context that the text came

from, which can impact the meaning of what’s highlighted.

In addition to these inconveniences, some texts are noticeably harder to read than others. From the

characters used to the phrasing, it may be difficult for readers to know what book they should start

with or read next. There are not many online guides available for this either, as most applications

recommend books by genre or user ratings, not by reading difficulty. It can be discouraging for a

new reader to start with novels much above their reading level. Hence, while there is much potential

in reading web novels for Chinese learning, the tedious work and discouragement that non-proficient

Chinese readers may face could make the process and option less approachable.
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1.2. Goal

The goal of this independent work is to develop an application that taps into the potential of web

novels as a language-learning tool. The primary target users are advanced Chinese learners who

already read web novels in English. They have a foundation in Chinese and are seeking to improve

by reading the original text of these novels. As a platform built with the learning aspect in mind,

there will be three main points of attention:

1. Paragraph-Aligning Chinese and English Texts Together

2. Providing Google Translation as a Convenient Aid

3. Building Reading Sequences by Reading Difficulty

As mentioned previously, no tools currently display both the Chinese and English texts together.

As such, the app seeks to aid these users with parsing the unfamiliar Chinese text by providing a

companion side-by-side English translation as a reference. By aligning the texts together on the

paragraph level, users can easily refer to the same paragraph in either language. This is intended to

minimize breaking the reading experience and provide a translated text where context is accounted

for. Recognizing that Google Translate can still serve as a great supplemental tool for looking

up specific words or phrases, the secondary focus is to provide Google Translation in a one-click

convenient format. Emphasis will be on making the experience less tedious and troublesome than it

presently is. Finally, the last focus of the app will be on helping these readers develop a sequence of

books to read by reading level. Serving as a guide to navigating the plethora of books, this tool will

be designed to encourage readers to continue reading more novels in Chinese and to improve their

reading proficiency such that they can gradually read more difficult books.

Additionally, this project recognizes the potential symmetrical opportunity of this tool, where

Chinese readers who are learning English can also find a use for this application. As such, the

secondary users of the application are English learners who have foundation in the language and

are seeking to improve by having a Chinese companion text. In the app, whenever something is in

English, there will also be a Chinese version and vice versa. However, Chinese learners will still be

given priority, and this will be reflected in the app’s design.
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2. Related Work

For this project, there are three sources of related work:

1. Novel-Reading Websites

2. Websites with Parallel Texts

3. Google Translate Chrome Extension

2.0.1. Novel-Reading Websites

There are currently many apps for web novel reading. Most follow a similar format. This paper

will use the browser version of Webnovel, an app that hosts translated English web novels, as an

example. On the app, the first page that users often see is the Home page (Figure 1), which promotes

new or popular novels. In addition to featuring books, this page usually displays a ranking chart

with the top X books of popular genres. Additionally, apps will often have a library page, where

users can browse through all the novels on the app with sorting and filtering features. In Webnovel’s

case, they have a "Browse" page to do this, as seen in the navigation bar of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Home page for Webnovel, which shows the featured books. [1]

Typically, clicking on a book cover will lead the user to a page with information just about the

book, providing a brief description of the plot and a list of chapters. There is also usually a "You
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may also like..." section on this page. Here, apps recommend books to read next based on genre and

plot similarities to the current book. Most also have a comments section, where users can rate the

book and describe their opinion about it. Figure 2 is a snippet of a page about a novel, where the

various sections just mentioned can be seen.

Figure 2: Snippet showing the information Webnovel provides in a page about a specific book. [1]

Beyond these pages, the most important of these apps is an interface where users can read the

novels. These apps typically dedicate one page to each chapter of a book, providing a navigation

menu with "next" or "previous" to go to different chapters. Figure 3 is how Webnovel structures

their reading interface. They have a progress bar on top and a navigation bar to the left. On the
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navigation bar, the top button is for the chapter list, the second button for changing the text and

background, the third for viewing the user comments for the chapter, and the last for visiting the

"help" page. One can see that other than this navbar, the page is relatively simple, bringing focus

to the text so that readers can just continue scrolling down. However, because of the one-column

format, users can only read novels in only one language at a time.

Figure 3: The interface Webnovel uses for users to read the novels. [1]

2.0.2. Websites with Parallel Texts

There are also some examples of related applications that line up English text together with

another language. One is a Spanish-English magazine called DualTEXTS. This website offers

magazine articles with both an English and Spanish version side-by-side, aligned at the paragraph

level. Figure 4 is an example of their interface for reading an article. Notably, on the page, they also

have the option for users to hear the audio in both languages [19].
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Figure 4: DualTEXT interface for reading Spanish and English versions of an article side-by-side.
[19]

Another example of an app that aligns texts of different languages together is paralleltext.io,

which offers western classics like Alice in Wonderland or Sherlock Holmes books. Upon entering

the site, users are prompted to fill in the sentence: "I speak [language options] and would like to

get better at [language options]." After inputting two languages in, the website lists the different

book options it has for those languages. After choosing a book, users are bought to the reading

interface. This site offers two viewing modes. One is the split view, where the two language

texts are side-by-side sentence-aligned. Clicking on a phrase would read aloud the selected text.

Another viewing mode is the compact view, where it shows only the text in one language; for each

sentence, there is a button to change the language individually. The displayed primary language

is the language the user indicated that they want to get better at. For example, Figure 5 is the first

chapter of Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. The languages entered in the beginning were

English and French, respectively. In the figure, the text is in compact view. The text was originally

all in French, but because the "switch" symbol (the cyclic icon) was clicked for the first sentence,

the sentence turned into English. While this app is a great language-learning tool that uses the
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parallel text element, the language choices only include English, Polish, French, etc. It currently

does not offer any texts in Asian languages. [2]

Figure 5: Paralleltext.io’s compact view interface for English readers learning French. [2]

2.0.3. Google Translate Chrome Extension

As a widely-used translation tool, Google Translate has a Chrome extension that allows users to

look up translations for the phrases they highlight [7]. First, users highlight the word or phrase they

want to be translated. Then, when they right-click, they will see the option for "Google Translate"

(Figure 6). Once they click on that, a popup will appear with the translation and audio option

(Figure 7). However, while this tool is quite simple to use, it is an external tool that users have

to download, and it is only available for Chrome users on desktop and Android. Additionally,

getting one translation is a two-step process of having to first click on the "Google Translate" option

after right-clicking. While it is only two steps, it is two steps per translation for a user who would

probably need translations often.
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Figure 6: Imagine demonstrating how "Google Translate" is an option when right-clicking on a
highlighted phrase [7].

Figure 7: The resulting pop-up from the Google Translation extension [7].

3. Approach

Using the related works as inspiration, the approach of this project is to build a mobile-friendly

web application for language learning through web novels. Called CH-ENG for "Ch"-inese and

"Eng"-lish, the key novel idea of this application is to leverage the existing texts from novel-reading

websites to generate parallel texts with both the Chinese and English versions. The Chinese texts

will be from Qidian, one of the largest publishers of Chinese web novels [3]. The English texts will

be from Webnovel, which is the example used in section 2. This is an online publisher for English
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translations of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese web novels. Owned by Qidian, Webnovel was chosen

as the source of English texts because their translations are "official" and the origin of many of

their English translations can be found on Qidian. For showcasing both Chinese and English texts,

CH-ENG will draw inspiration from the aforementioned related works in parallel reading for the

two-column format. However, the distinction is that the English texts were not made to be aligned

with the Chinese text. CH-ENG will need backend processing to align the data.

As fundamentally a novel-reading application, CH-ENG will also draw inspiration from other

online novel-reading websites for its interface. However, the distinction is that it will be a tool built

for learning a language rather than for casual enjoyment by already fluent readers. Recommendations

will be by reading level, and two languages, rather than one, will be displayed for each chapter.

Additionally, CH-ENG will also offer Google Translate as an aid when reading. The key novel

idea for this is to provide convenience with a self-contained translation aid. This means Google

Translation will the built into the app so that users wouldn’t need to have a specific device or browser.

In addition, looking up words will be an even more convenient, one-step process; constantly needing

a translation wouldn’t be a problem anymore.

4. Functionality

4.1. Overview of Content and Main Features

CH-ENG consists of 6 different pages/types of pages:

1. The Home Page

2. The Features Page

3. The Library Page

4. Book Pages

5. The Recommendations Page

6. Chapter Reading Pages

Collectively, these pages allow CH-ENG to serve as both a novel reading application and a language

learning tool with the following main features:
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1. Paragraph-Level Alignment for Parallel Reading

2. Text Highlighting for Google Translate with Highlighting on Both Sides

3. Book Recommendations and Suggestions based on Reading Level

4. User Personalization with Google Sign-in

and the following sub-features:

1. Site-wide Navigation Bar

2. Sidebar for Chapter Navigation

3. Back-to-Top Shortcut

This section will go into detail about each page and how the features are integrated within.

4.1.1. The Home Page

Figure 8: CH-ENG’s Home page in English.

The Home page, which can be accessed through https://ch-eng-reader.herokuapp.com, is the first

page new users are expected to see upon entering the app. As the introductory page, this page serves

to give a short pitch or "mission-statement" about the app to intrigue the users. The language of

this page is English by default. However, if the user has Chinese as their first browser language,

then they will see the Chinese version. This system of basing the language off the browser settings

differs from the rest of the app, where the Chinese and English texts are both available together.

This exception was placed to preserve the aesthetics and simplicity of the page.
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Figure 8 shows the English version of the Home page, where the slogan "Learn a language while

reading the light novels you love" is displayed prominently in the middle. Below are two buttons:

"See Our Features" and "Explore Our Collection." The former directs the user to the Features page

(to be explained in section 4.1.2), while the latter takes the user to the Library page (to be explained

in section 4.1.3).

4.1.2. The Features Page

Figure 9: CH-ENG’s Features page in English.
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Figure 8 shows the top half of the Features page in English. The Features page details the main

features of the app with a picture example for each. This page comes in two languages, and the

language choice is controlled by a toggle on top. The purpose of having two languages is to account

for the symmetry-aspect mentioned in section 1.2, where users are Chinese and English learners.

For this page, only one language is shown at a time (as opposed to showing both together) because

there are already many words on the page for one language. Placing two versions together would

have made the page busier and more cluttered. English is the default state of the toggle since the

primary users are English-fluent. The toggle is blue for English and orange for Chinese.

4.1.3. The Library Page

Figure 10: CH-ENG’s "Library" page, which features all the books the site offers.
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The Library page, shown in Figure 10, is where the user can see all the available books in the

app. Each book is a "card," and hovering over one would make a "View Book" button appear inside.

Clicking on the button would take the user to a page with more specific information about the book

(a Book Page, to be explained in section 4.1.4). Figure 10 shows the state where a user is hovering

over the first book. Users can also go to the same Book page by clicking on the title. On each card

is the Chinese cover of the novel, followed by the title and author. Like the Features page, there is a

language toggle at the top of the page, which changes the language of the cards. This is to conserve

space by making the information displayed less "cluttered." In the Chinese version, the English title

will be changed to the Chinese title, the author’s English pen name will be changed to their Chinese

pen name, and "View Book" will become its Chinese translated equivalent. Like the previous toggle,

this toggle is set to English by default.

4.1.4. Book Pages

Each book has a page dedicated to displaying information about it, and this paper will refer to

each as a Book page. The format of the Book page is the same across all books. It can be divided

into three sections. Figure 11 shows the top section of a sample Book page. In the top section, the

Chinese cover of the book is featured prominently next to the title and author (in both Chinese and

English). Directly below the text is a button that either says "Read Chapter 1" or "Continue Chapter

x," where x is some integer greater than 1. This button is part of the user personalization feature,

which will be explained in section 4.1.7. Next to this button is the number of total chapters the book

has. Under this is a button called "Suggested Next Reading," which is the title of the bottom section

of the page. When a user clicks on this, they will be brought to the bottom section of the page. The

purpose of this button is to ensure that users wouldn’t miss the bottom section if they don’t scroll

down enough.
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Figure 11: Example of the top of the Book page for a sample book.

The middle section features two tabs that users can click on: "Description" and "Chapters." Figure

11 shows an example of the "Description" tab. "Description" is the default tab, and it provides a

summary of the novel in both English and Chinese. Both descriptions may not necessarily be the

same, as each of these descriptions is from a different source; the English translator may have made

their description different from the Chinese version. Clicking on the "Chapters" tab will show all

the chapters of the book listed out in the following format: "[Chapter Number] [English Chapter

Title] · [Chinese Chapter Title]." An example can be seen in Figure 12. Clicking on any of the

chapters will bring the user to the page where they can read the contents of the chapter.
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Figure 12: Example of the chapter list for a sample book.

As mentioned earlier, the bottom section is for the "Suggested Next Reading." This is one of

the main features of the app. Here, the app recommends three books for the user to read next

(in relation to the book of the page they are currently on) based on reading level. The algorithm

behind this will be described in depth in section 5.3.3. An example can be seen in Figure 13. Like

the Library page, the suggested books are in a "card" format. Users can go to the Book page of

the corresponding book by either hovering over the card and clicking "View Book" or clicking

on the title. Figure 13 shows the state where the user is hovering over the first book. Users can

also give their own recommendations, which will be dynamically factored into the books the app

suggests. From this page, users can give their recommendations by clicking on the icon with a

person and pencil. Located next to the heading of the "Suggested Next Reading" section, it will say

"Recommendations" when the user hovers over it. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the

Recommendations page, which will be covered in the next section (4.1.5).
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Figure 13: Example of the "Suggested Next Reading" for a sample book.

4.1.5. The Recommendations Page

Figure 14: CH-ENG’s Recommendations page, where the user is filling the form.

The "Recommendations" page, shown in Figure 14, offers a way for users to give their own

recommendations for "Suggested Next Reading." On this page is a form with three fields. The

first field, labeled "Book 1," is a drop-down of all the book titles the app offers. The drop-down
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has smart search built-in, where the user can filter the titles by keywords. For this field, the user

can only select one book. The third field, labeled "Book(s) 2," is also a drop-down like the first

field, except users can select multiple books. A check-mark will appear next to the options the user

selected, as shown in Figure 14. The second field is a drop-down that indicates the relation of "Book

1" to "Book(s) 2." There are two options: "Before" and "After." "Before" indicates that the user

giving the feedback thinks that readers should read "Book 1" before they read those in "Book(s) 2"

based on reading difficulty. "After" means that readers should read "Book 1" after those in "Book(s)

2." By default, "Before" is selected for convenience. In summary, the fields are made such that the

user will fill in the following sentence: "By reading difficulty, [Book 1] should be read [before |

after] [Book(s) 2]." The information collected from this form is used to dynamically update the

books recommended in the "Suggested Next Reading" section for the relevant books. Detail on how

exactly this data is factored in will be in section 5.3.3.

There are some checks the app does to validate the form inputs. Invalid inputs will cause a yellow

alert banner to appear. The banner will automatically fade away after a few seconds, but it can be

manually clicked away by the user too. Example invalid inputs include leaving one field empty

when clicking the "Submit" button. This is shown in Figure 15. The app proactively ensures that the

user does not select the same book in "Book 1" and "Book(s) 2." When the user clicks on a book for

"Book 1," that book will no longer be an option for "Book(s) 2." Similarly, any book selected in

"Book(s) 2" will be removed from the "Book 1" options. If the user selects all books in "Book(s) 2"

while "Book 1" is still empty, then the app will throw a warning banner. When the form receives a

valid submission, a green alert banner will appear with "Submission Successful!".

Figure 15: Example of a warning banner for the user recommendation form.
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4.1.6. Chapter Reading Pages

Figure 16: A sample Reading page for chapter 2 of a web novel.

Books are divided into chapters, and each chapter has its own web page that displays its contents.

This paper will refer to each as a Reading page since these pages are designed for reading purposes.

They all have the same interface. Figure 16 is a sample Reading page for chapter 2 of a web novel.

Upon loading this page, users will probably first notice the chapter name centered on top in a big

font (relative to the font size of other words on the page). The chapter name is in both Chinese

and English. Just above the name is the chapter number, in a smaller font. Further above this,

non-centered, is the book icon and the title of the novel. This is a link for the user to go to the Book

page for the book.

Many of the core features of CH-ENG reside on this page. One is the paragraph-level alignment

for parallel reading. The chapter contents are displayed in two columns, the English version on the

left and the Chinese version on the right. The two texts are paragraph aligned, where each paragraph

is vertically spaced out. In a narrow window where there isn’t enough horizontal space for two

columns, it will be one column of alternating English-Chinese paragraphs. This usually happens

when users are reading on their phones. An example is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: A mobile view of the Reading page, where paragraphs are alternating in language.

Another main feature on this page is text highlighting for Google Translate. If the user highlights

an English word or phrase, a tooltip will appear near the highlighted section with the Chinese

translation. The tooltip is a small black popup with white text inside, as shown in Figure 18.

Likewise, highlighting a Chinese word or phrase will show the English translation. This feature

is for users who want to know the translation of a specific word or phrase in a paragraph. This

feature helps make Google Translate easily accessible and convenient for users, as they only need

to highlight with their mouse for the translation. A feature that supplements this is highlighting-

on-both-sides. If the translation is in English, then every time a word in the translation appears in

the corresponding English paragraph, the word will be highlighted. Similarly, if the translation

is in Chinese, then every time a character in the translation appears in the Chinese paragraph, the

character will be highlighted. For example, in Figure 18, because the translation is “在她的梦里,"

each time those characters appear in the corresponding paragraph, they are highlighted pink.
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Figure 18: Example of the tooltip showing after highlighting a phrase and the resulting highlighting-
on-both-sides.

A sub-feature on the page is the sidebar, which is fixed to the left side of the page. This

feature provides shortcuts that would make chapter navigation easier, allowing for a better reading

experience. Typically, the sidebar will show five icons in the following order: book for "Description,"

list for "Chapter List," i for "information," right arrow for "Next," and left arrow "Previous." The

icon descriptions are shown when the user hovers over the icons. For example, in Figure 16, the

user is hovering over the right arrow, so " 3: Next (下一章) " appeared next to it as a tooltip. The 3

means that the next chapter is the third chapter.

Figure 19: Sample chapter list after clicking the list icon on the sidebar.

The book icon will bring the user to the Book page for the book. The list icon will open a pop-up

module with the list of chapter options. This is designed such that users don’t have to leave the

page to see the chapter list. An sample is shown in Figure 19. To account for long lists, the chapters

are paginated such that ten chapters are displayed at a time. Buttons for each range are on the top.

Note that the first-selected range correlates with the chapter the user is currently on. For example,

if the user is on chapter 23, the "21-30" range will be the default selection when viewing the list.

The information icon is a pop-up with instructions about the highlighting for translation feature. In

particular, it talks about the limitations of the tooltip and how a user can fix it if it is misaligned.
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The right arrow takes the user to the next chapter, and it will only appear if there is a next chapter.

This means the last chapter of a book won’t have this button. Similarly, the left arrow takes the user

to the previous chapter, and it will not appear on the first chapter of the book.

4.1.7. Site-Wide Features

Figure 20: Navbar on a narrow window size.

Some features are always visible to the user, regardless of the page. One such feature is the

site-wide navbar on the top, which adjusts according to the window size. Figure 20 shows how the

navbar looks on a narrow window size. There are five available actions the user can do on the navbar.

The first is to go back to the Home page, which can be done by clicking on the "CH_READER."

logo. The second, third, and fourth actions are to go to the Features, Library, or Recommendations

page by clicking on the respective name. The final action is to sign in to a Google account, which

is part of the user personalization feature. This is a main feature, where the app saves the reading

progress of users who are logged in through Google. When users click on the "Login" button in

the navbar, they will be redirected to the Google interface to sign in. Upon signing in, the user will

be redirected back to the page they were on originally in CH-ENG. After logging in, the "Logout"

button will be displayed on the navbar, rather than "Login." After logging in, the app will now
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remember the last chapter for each book the user has read. On a Books page, a "Read Chapter 1"

button is displayed if the user is not logged in or has not read the book before. The button will

then direct the users to chapter 1. Note that if a non-logged-in user reads up to some chapter (not

one) and goes back to the respective Book page, they will still see the "Read Chapter 1" button. A

"Continue Chapter" button will be displayed with a number following it if the user is logged in and

has read the book past chapter 1 on the site before. This number is the chapter the user last left off

for the book. Clicking the button will lead the user to the chapter indicated.

A sub-feature that is also site-wide is the back-to-top shortcut, which is a button that appears on

every page whenever the user scrolls down. Located on the bottom-right, it has an "up" icon, and

clicking on it will automatically take the user back to the top of the page. This button is placed for

user convenience when the pages are long, like the Reading pages.

4.2. Sample Use Cases

This section will review some sample use cases. Suppose Pat is a new user of CH-ENG and is

learning Chinese at an advanced level in school. As a fan of reading English-translated web novels,

she wants to improve her Chinese by reading the Chinese version of her favorite novels. She is given

a link that leads her to the Home page. Suppose she wants to learn about this app and its features.

Then, she can either click on "See Our Features" on the Home page or click on "Features" on the

navbar. This will bring her to the Features page, where she can read about the main features of the

app or look at the pictures for reference. Suppose she wants to know if the app has her favorite

books. Then, she can click on "Library" in the navbar and scroll down the Library page to see if

her books are there. Suppose, while browsing the books, Pat finds a book that piques her interest

because the picture looks cool. She wants to read a summary of the book. Then, on the Library

page, she can hover over the image of the book and click on "View Book." This will bring her to the

Book page, where she can read the description under the respective tab.

Suppose that Pat is interested in this book after reading the description. She wants to read

immediately! Then, from the Book page, she can either click on "Read Chapter 1" or go to the
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chapter list tab and select the first option. This will bring her to the Reading page, where both

the Chinese and English texts will be displayed. As someone who wants to learn Chinese, she

challenges herself to read the Chinese version, but encounters a phrase she doesn’t know. From

here, Pat can highlight the phrase for its translation. Suppose she thinks the English translation

doesn’t make sense given the context of the text. Then, she can try to find out where the phrase

is in the corresponding English paragraph. She can do this by highlighting the unknown Chinese

phrase and looking at the parts that are highlighted in pink in the English paragraph. She can try

to deduce where is the phrase is by looking at where the pink highlights are clustered together.

Alternatively, upon encountering the Chinese phrase, Pat could have just read the corresponding

English paragraph to infer the meaning of the phrase.

Suppose Pat has read up to chapter 7 of this book. She quits the app for a reading break, but

after going back on the site, she has forgotten what chapter she has read up to. She doesn’t want

to always have to remember what chapter she left off reading. To solve this problem, Pat can first

log in to a Google account by clicking on "Login" in the navbar. Then, she can navigate back to

the Book page of the book she was reading by going to the Library and clicking on the book again.

Then, she can estimate the last chapter where she left off and click that on the chapter list. If she

guessed wrong, then she can use the sidebar to easily go to the next or previous chapter until she

finds chapter 7 again. If she goes back to the Book page, there will be a button that says "Continue

Chapter 7." Now, when she reads, her progress will automatically be saved whenever she is logged

in.

Suppose Pat has finished the book and wants a new book to read. She doesn’t want to choose a

book that would be too challenging compared to the book she just read. In that case, she can go to

the Books page for that book and scroll down to the "Suggested Next Reading," where she will find

suggestions for what to read. Suppose, after reading a couple of books on the app, Pat has her own

thoughts about what books should be read before or after others. She wants to express her opinion.

Then, she can go to the Recommendations page by clicking on "Recommendations" in the navbar.

On the page, she can fill in the form and submit it. Now, her opinion will be part of the decision
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process when the app makes recommendations in the future.

4.3. Notable Design Decisions

Many design decisions had to be made in regards to the user interface and user experience of the app.

One decision was on how to structure the Chinese-English symmetry of the app. As mentioned in

section 1.2, the app is for Chinese and English users. Hence, the text in the app should be available

in both languages. This proved to be difficult due to space constraints when considering overall

aesthetics. In the early stages of development, the app had a language toggle on the navbar, where

the toggle would control whether the text of the app is English or Chinese. The default language

of the toggle was dictated by the user’s first browser language and the app would remember the

toggle’s setting whenever it changed. However, from the first round of user evaluations (elaborated

in section 6.0.3), the toggle proved to be confusing to use and users have expressed that they prefer

the two languages to be together. Hence, the app was changed such that there would no longer be a

site-wide language toggle, and all pages, besides the Home, Features, and Library pages, would

have both texts displayed together.

In addition, due to the symmetry aspect, each book originally had two cover photos. One was the

original Chinese cover in Qidian, and the other was the English cover used in Webnovel. The toggle

would change the image according to its respective language. With the removal of the toggle, having

two cover photos proved to be difficult when designing the app Additionally, users themselves

commented that they didn’t care about the English cover – just showing the original Chinese cover

was sufficient. Hence, the app now only shows the Chinese cover of the books.

Another design decision was on adding the Recommendations page. Initially, in the "Suggested

Next Reading" section, the "Recommendations" button would cause a pop-up modulo to show up.

In the modulo, a form would show up that asks for next reading suggestions specific to the book

featured on the current Books page. However, upon realizing that suggestions can happen in both

ways, where a user could suggest a book to be before or after another, the form was changed to take,

as input, two book fields and a field to indicate the direction of the relationship. The "Book(s) 2"
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field was made to be a multi-select drop down so that users wouldn’t have to constantly fill the form

if they wanted to select multiple books. The "Book 1" field does not allow multi-select, as having

two multi-select fields would make the exact relationship the user is trying to indicate confusing.

Lastly, the form now has a dedicated page because the form can be generalized to all books.

The sidebar for chapter navigation was also a feature added in a later iteration. Initially, the

app only had "Next," "Previous," "Chapter List" hyperlinks at the top and bottom of the chapter

contents. However, multiple users suggested on a sidebar during the first round of evaluations, so it

was added.

Another design decision was on whether user sign-in should be optional or mandatory. Ultimately,

it was made to be optional because the information from the sign-in is mainly to keep track of the

user’s reading progress. It is not necessarily for the language-learning features of the app and would

simply be there as an option to enhance the user’s convenience.

5. Implementation

Hosted on Heroku, the implementation of CH-ENG can be divided into three main components:

1. Text Gathering and Parsing

2. System Architecture and Design

3. Web Application Features
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5.1. Text Gathering and Parsing

Figure 21: Diagram of the process to fetch and parse data on one book.

For the app to be possible, there had to be some collection of books that users could read. Each

book needed to have the following information:

1. Title (in Chinese and English)

2. Author (in Chinese and English)

3. Cover Photo (Chinese and English versions)

4. Book Description (in Chinese and English)

5. Chapter Content (in Chinese and English)

Unfortunately, there was no one big dataset where all the information was readily available.

Hence, for each book, the information had to came from aggregating data from different sources.

The first step in this process was choosing which books to offer in the app. These books each

needed to have an English version on Webnovel and a Chinese version on Qidian. In addition, the

genres had to vary. Ultimately, ten novels were chosen, and their genres ranged from romance to

science-fiction. It was for developmental purposes that only ten novels were chosen. The focus of

this project was to develop the app features, so scaling the app to accommodate more books was not

a priority.
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For each book, the English text was extracted from Webnovel through a GUI web scrapper called

Novel Grabber [14]. It is a tool that takes in the URL link of a book on Webnovel and converts

the chapter contents of free chapters into an EPUB file. Along with the chapter content is also the

English description of the book. For a more parse-able format, the file was converted into TXT

by Zamzar, an online file converter [4]. Similarly, the Chinese text was extracted from Qidian by

FictionDown, a tool that takes in a novel name and scrapes Qidian for the free chapter contents [10].

The information is then downloaded directly as TXT. In addition to the Chinese text, the file also

contains the Chinese title, author, and book description.

Once the English and Chinese files are available, they are input into a parser written in Python.

This parser cleans and exports the relevant information into an organized JSON file. It is in the

parser that, for each chapter of the book, the English and Chinese paragraphs are matched together.

The exact algorithm will be detailed in section 5.3.1. It is important to note that the number of

chapters a book can have in CH-ENG is bound by the minimum number of free chapters available

in Qidian and Webnovel.

Once the scrapped information is converted into the JSON file, several fields are still missing,

namely the cover photos, English title, and English author. The title and author are manually

inputted. The English and Cover cover photo is manually downloaded and stored on the Heroku file

system. Then, the JSON will be updated with the file name of the images. The two cover images are

from when the app still differentiated an English cover from a Chinese cover (referenced in section

4.3). While the English cover photo is currently not used, it is kept for potential future uses.

The data was formatted into JSON files because the data didn’t have many applicable relational

connections. Instead, the data was more suited to being organized as items in a collection. For

example, each book rarely had direct relations with another book. Books weren’t often by the same

author, and even then, knowing that two books shared an author was not too useful for the app.

Instead, the more important aspect was that the books were individual elements of a "library" of

books, so the book data was better suited to be a part of a list of books instead. The is furthered

detailed in the database schema section (5.2.2).
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5.2. System Architecture and Design

5.2.1. Architecture Overview

Figure 22: Diagram Overview of System Architecture

The architecture of the application can be divided into three sections: client, server, and data

storage. Figure 22 shows a overview of the system architecture. On the client end, CH-ENG is a

web app built primarily for the desktop browser. However, it is also mobile-friendly and compatible

with the mobile browser. Developed using Bootstrap, JavaScript, Ajax, HTML, and CSS, the app

also communicates with the Google Translate API on the front-end through HTTP requests. The

usage of this API is for the translation feature, detailed in section 5.3.2.

The client-side uses the Jinja templating engine to complement the Flask framework on the

server-side. On the server end, data (such as book information) is passed to HTML templates to be

rendered. It is also in charge of handling user-form inputs and Google authentication. The latter

is done with functions from the Flask Dance external library (described more in section 5.3.4).

Additionally, the server-side has to fetch data from the database. CH-ENG uses MongoDB. As such,

communication from the server to the database is facilitated through Flask PyMongo.

To use MongoDB in production, a global cloud database service called MongoDB Atlas is used.

As the "best way to deploy, run, and scale MongoDB in the cloud," it allows MongoDB to be

deployed across AWS, Google Cloud, and Azure [8]. For CH-ENG, the MongoDB database is

hosted on AWS, the cloud provider recommended by Atlas. Using the connection string provided
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by Atlas, CH-ENG can configure the server-side to connect to the database. Once connected, the

server-side can read, write, and update data to the database with Flask PyMongo.

MongoDB was chosen as the database because MongoDB is very suitable for handling JSON,

the format of data in CH-ENG. In the beginning, when the JSON files didn’t have to be edited, the

Heroku file system was used to store all the JSON files (rather than MongoDB). However, once

the information had to be updated to accommodate the dynamic recommendation feature with

user feedback, an alternative was needed since Heroku doesn’t handle updating file data well. I

considered AWS S3 storage (a cloud file system), but objects stored are immutable. Hence, just

updating a file would involve fetching the file, changing the file, deleting the original file, and

uploading a new file. This would require more processing, and hence be slower, than updating data

using MongoDB. Another factor in favor of MongoDB was that it had its own API for working with

JSON data, making it more suitable than S3.

In addition to MongoDB, the Heroku file system is still used as a supplement to store image files.

Initially, the app retrieved the images through an external URL on the client end. However, having

a copy of the image stored and loaded was deemed to be more secure, as the images wouldn’t

depend on an external source. Hence, it is now directly stored in the file system. It is not stored

in MongoDB, because images would have to be converted to bytes. Rendering images from their

byte representation can be very messy as images aren’t always translated to bytes perfectly, causing

images to not be shown if the bytes are messed up or truncated.

5.2.2. Database Design

Figure 23: High-level Overview of Database Schema
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As depicted in Figure 23, the database organizes the data into 4 different collections called

"Library," "Book Content," "Users," and "Feedback". The "Library" collection is a list of objects

that save the basic information about a book. This includes the title (in Chinese and English), author

(in Chinese and English), and the filename to its Chinese and English cover image. Additionally,

each book is assigned two ids. One is of type ObjectId called "_id" and this a unique identifier

assigned by MongoDB to every object when added. Another is "id," an integer assigned by the app

to uniquely and easily differentiate the books. This id is generated by the order the books were

added. An example of an object in the "Library" collection can be seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Example of an element of the "Library" collection.

Another collection is for "Book Content," where the bulk of information for each book is stored.

Like the "Library" collection, each element represents a book. It contains the following fields:

1. id

2. _id

3. English Description

4. Chinese Description

5. Chapter Content

For a book, the "id" field is the same as the one in the "Library" collection. Note that the

MongoDB identifier "_id," however, is not the same. Each object contains the book’s English and

Chinese description and the chapter content in an array. The array is a list of objects, where each

represents a chapter. The chapter objects each contain the Chinese and English titles of the chapter

and an array of paragraph objects. These paragraph elements each contain a Chinese paragraph, the

machine-translated English paragraph (to be explained in section 5.3.1), and the English paragraph.
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This arrangement is to store the Chinese paragraphs such that each is already aligned with its

English counterpart. One paragraph object would represent a pair of matched English and Chinese

paragraphs. The hierarchy within a chapter object can be summarized as so:

1. _id

2. Chinese Title of Chapter

3. English Title of Chapter

4. Array of Paragraphs

(a) Chinese paragraph

(b) Machine-Translated English paragraph

(c) English paragraph

The reason that the "Library" and "Book Content" collections are not combined into one, even

though each element is also about a book, is that the app sometimes doesn’t need so much informa-

tion about a book in one query. For many books, the data for the chapter contents can be quite large.

Oftentimes, the app just needs a list of book titles. In such situations, the library collection would

be a light-load to fetch and parse through; it would minimize the occasions where big chunks of

data are passed around.

In addition to book data, the app also has to store user data. In particular, the app has to save a

user’s reading progress for each book; this is done in the "Users" collection. Each object represents

a user, which contains the mandatory "_id" field, email, and numerical progress for each book. The

email is the one they used to sign in to the app. Incidentally, this means that if a user used two

emails to sign in to the app, each of the emails would be treated as a unique user. For the progress

data, there is a field for each book in the object, referenced by the book id from the library collection.

Because the app currently only has ten books, there is a field each for books 0 to 9. Each book field

is associated with an integer that represents the last chapter the user has read; this is initialized to

0. An example of an object in the library collection can be seen in Figure 25, where the "_id" and

email fields are omitted.
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Figure 25: Example of an element of the "Users" collection.

Finally, the user feedback results also have to be stored. For this, the information is arranged

such that each book has its own collection. Let x, y, z be three books. For the feedback collection of

x, there is a list of objects where each represents a non-x book. For example, one object would be

about y. It would contain the "id" of book y (same as the one associated with y in the "Library"), the

"original score" of the book (to be explained in section 5.3.3), and the number of "likes." "Likes" is

the number of times users have indicated that y should be read after x. Similarly, there is also an

object for z in the feedback collection of x with the same fields.

In general, the drawback to this database schema is that it does not scale well when adding new

books. To add some book x, a new entry has to be added to the "Library" and "Book Content"

collections. In addition, a new field has to be made for each user in the "Users" collection. There

will also need to be a new collection for x to store its user feedback. Hence, to add x, almost every

aspect of the database has to be updated. However, for this project, the expectation is that books

would not be added often, since the focus is more on the features rather than the data collection. As
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such, scalability was not too big of a priority in the short term.

5.3. Web Application Features

This section will delve into the implementation of the main, core features of the app:

1. Paragraph-Level Alignment

2. Highlighting for Translation

3. Recommendation System

4. User Personalization

5.3.1. Paragraph-Level Alignment

One of the major challenges encountered during the development process was that the Chinese

and English text did not come in a 1:1 paragraph matching. This means that the i− th Chinese

paragraph did not necessary match with the i− th English paragraph in a given chapter of a book.

This is because the translators did not necessarily preserve the paragraph format. Some decided to

combine multiple Chinese paragraphs into one English paragraph or split one Chinese paragraph

into multiple English paragraphs. As such, an algorithm had to be made to actually align the texts at

the paragraph level. This algorithm had to be run once for each chapter of a book. That is because

the chapters are aligned even though the paragraphs are not. A translator would not make up new

chapters or combine chapters into one. So, the paragraph alignment could be done in batches by

chapter and any error from one chapter would not impact the next.

Before running the algorithm, the entire Chinese text had to be converted into a machine-translated

(MT) English version. This was done through DocTranslator [5], which can take a Chinese text file

and output the MT English file such that the MT English is still paragraph aligned with the original

text. The algorithm then takes, as input, the MT English and human-translated (HT) English texts

for a chapter. Let the MT paragraphs be numbered as m0...mn and the HT paragraphs as e0...eq,

where n is the number of MT paragraphs and q is the number of HT paragraphs. Note that n and

q are not necessarily equal. The algorithm first iterates through each MT paragraph. For each

MT paragraph, the algorithm matches it with the best-fit HT paragraph. It does so by looking at
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the HT paragraphs within an index range of 3 above and below the last matched HT paragraph.

For example, suppose it is trying to match MT paragraph mi. Let l be the index of the last HT

paragraph (initialized to 0 if no HT paragraph has been matched yet).Then, for mi, it considers each

HT paragraph in range [el−3,el+3] to be potential match candidates. The range of 3 was chosen

after experimentation. A bigger range would lead to more chances for mis-matches, while a narrow

range would not adequately account for the extent the actual HT match can be displaced from el .

Each candidate ep (where l−3≤ p≤ l +3) is given a score, and the candidate with the highest

score is matched with mi. The score considers the following factors multiplied together:

1. percentage of common words shared between mi and ep

2. word count difference between mi and ep

3. index difference between i and p

In general, the higher the percentage of common words, the more likely ep is a good match. Let x

be the number of common words between mi and ep. Let y, z be the number of words in mi and

ep respectively. Then, the percentage of common words is calculated by
x
y+

x
z

2 . This is the average

percent of common words when taking both y and z as denominators. For word count differences,

the lower the difference, the more likely ep is a good match. Taking this into consideration, min(y,z)
max(y,z)

is used to account for the word count difference factor. Similarly, for index differences, this is

factored into the score as 1
|p−i|+1 . This is because the lower the difference, the better it is for ep.

So, taking the inverse of |p− i|+ 1 would reflect that. Incidentally, the +1 is to ensure that the

denominator is not 0.

Combining all the factors together, the score for ep is calculated by
x
y+

x
z

2 ∗
min(y,z)
max(y,z) ∗

1
|p−i|+1 . Once

the best-fit HT paragraph is chosen, l is then updated with that HT paragraph’s index, which will be

used to match the next MT paragraph. Note that there are actually many different ways to account

for the individual factors in the score. For example, I could have scored the word count difference

factor as 1
|y−z|+1 or put some constants to weight certain factors more than others. The formulas I

used above are just those that I settled with after some informal experimentation and trial-and-error.

While the scoring system would try to find the best-fit English paragraph for a Chinese paragraph,
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it would not proactively address the issue of when multiple paragraphs are actually linked to one.

For example, if the content of t Chinese paragraphs is condensed into one English paragraph, the

one English paragraph would be repeated t times. This makes it very repetitive for the reader. If

one Chinese paragraph contains the content for multiple English paragraphs, then only 1 English

paragraph would actually be linked to the Chinese paragraph; the others would be ignored. This

would effectively cause missing content on the English side.

To proactively address these issues, the algorithm first detects for the "multiple English to

Chinese" case by checking if there are skips in the matched English index. For example, if the

previous Chinese paragraph t was matched with the English paragraph at index i and the next

Chinese paragraph was matched with i+2, paragraphs i and i+1 are both probably for t. In that

case, i and i+1 are combined into one giant paragraph, and that will be matched with t. To detect

for the "multiple Chinese to English" case, the algorithm checks if multiple successive Chinese

paragraphs are matched to the same English paragraph. An example is if Chinese paragraphs at

index i and i+1 are both matched with the same English paragraph t. Then, i and i+1 are joined

and t will be matched with the combined paragraph.

5.3.2. Highlighting for Translation

This feature uses the Google Translation API under Google Cloud as the translation service.

Google’s API was chosen because it is a very popular translation service that has great support

for the Chinese language and allows for "fast, dynamic results" [6]. In particular, getting fast

translations for this feature is important because the translation should keep up with whatever the

user is highlighting in real-time. Users can change what they highlight very easily and quickly,

and the translation has to change just as quickly too. Additionally, the main goal of this feature is

convenience. While the highlighting aspect only requires one step for users to get a translation,

making users wait for the translation would break their reading process and therefore make it less

convenient.

To ensure quick translations, CH-ENG communicates with the API directly on the client end

through HTTP post requests. First, the app uses JavaScript to detect if the language in the highlighted
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text is either Chinese or English. This is done with RegEx for the English alphabet and matching

with the Unicode for Chinese characters. As a restriction, the translation will not be given if

the highlighted text has both languages (ex: "Information 信息"). This is to limit users from

misusing this feature when highlighting across multiple paragraphs. Checking for both languages

is a good indicator that the user is highlighting multiple paragraphs because the highlighting will

always go horizontally from the English paragraph to the Chinese paragraph, rather than vertically

downwards. This means that the user cannot highlight two consecutive English paragraphs a,b

without highlighting the Chinese paragraph matched with a. This limitation stems from how the

paragraphs alternate in language when the interface displays paragraphs on a narrow screen (Figure

17). This was not considered to be a major issue, as the feature was not meant for a big block of

text, and the translation of a whole paragraph is readily available in the other column.

After detecting the language in the highlighted text, the app forms the request to Google by

specifying the text, the target language (the other language not in the highlighted text), and the

app’s API key. This API key is set up through Google Cloud’s system, where they can associate the

request with this app. It is only after the API key is set up that the app can fetch translations from

Google. After the request is sent, the result is then put into a tooltip.

For this feature, accurately positioning the tooltip was tricky. In addition to finding where the

highlighted text is in the window, it had to account for users resizing the window while the tooltip

was still present. Resizing the browser window meant that the tooltip had to dynamically change

its position as well. The positioning was all done in JavaScript, and this issue mostly involved

fiddling with numbers and calculating coordinates. Currently, the positioning can still be a little off

when the user resizes the window. However, this can easily be fixed if the user highlights again.

As mentioned in section 4.1.6, there is a disclaimer on the page about this issue in the information

pop-up.

To supplement the tooltip, the app attempts to find the highlighted phrase in the corresponding

paragraph. The difficulty in this feature was in trying to know exactly how something will be

phrased in the corresponding paragraph, with only knowing the meaning of what was highlighted.
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This is due to synonyms and the numerous different ways of conveying something. Take English,

for example. "in her dream" can be "inside her dream" or use some synonym like "in her sleep"

to convey the same or similar meaning. So, it was hard to predict how exactly something will be

phrased in the corresponding paragraph, especially in another language. In consequence, this made

it difficult to locate where, for example, "in her dream" is in the Chinese paragraph.

The work around this app did was to use the Google translation as a frame of reference. This was

referred to as highlighting-on-both-sides in section 4.1.6. Let x be the phrase that is highlighted,

where x can either be Chinese or English. Let x′ be the output translation of x by Google. If

x′ is in Chinese, then for every character in x′, the app will search for it in the corresponding

Chinese paragraph and highlight it in pink. If x′ is in English, then for every word in x′, the app

will search for all instances of the word in the corresponding English paragraph and highlight it.

With this approach, there is the limitation that what Google outputs may not necessarily be in

the corresponding paragraph. For example, it may look like scattered blobs or perhaps nothing

is highlighted at all. However, the scattered blobs (like in Figure 18) would at least help visually

pinpoint the user to a general direction whenever an area has more pink clusters. As such, while

this feature may be limited, it is an attempt at tackling the problem and can provide some degree of

helpful information.

5.3.3. Recommendation System

One of the project’s goals was to develop a recommended reading sequence based on reading

difficulty for users. Here, "reading difficulty" is about readability (extensive reading) rather than

learnability (intensive reading). The focus is simply if the users can read and understand the text,

not focusing on if they can apply what they learn from the text. The approach to this was to

algorithmically suggest the top three books to read after some book x. So, after users read book

x, they could look at the suggestions to see what books are of similar or slightly-higher reading

difficulty. The challenge to this feature was in figuring out how to actually determine the difficulty of

a book. The approach to this was to, for each book y (that is not x), give a score that would represent

the relative reading difficulty to x. The lower the score, the lower the difficulty. The app would, for
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the "suggested next reading" of book x, recommend the lowest 3 books. The score is calculated by

the product of several factors: average character frequency rank of y * average sentence length of

y * number of new characters in y (relative to x) * 1
number of users who suggested y after x + 1 . Each of the

factors are meant to encapsulate one of the following:

1. Relational Lexical Difficulty: New Characters

2. Lexical Difficulty: Character Complexity

3. Syntactic Difficulty: Sentence Length

4. User Feedback

Relational Lexical Difficulty: New Characters

To capture the reading difficulty of some book y relative to x, I used the number of "new characters"

in y. That is, using the total character set in x as the baseline, the "new characters" in y are the

characters that are part of y, but not in x. Note that if a character c in y doesn’t appear in x, then

every appearance of c in y is counted as one new appearance for simplicity. This would put more

weight on "new characters" that appear more often, meaning that users would actually have to

remember these characters more. The underlying assumption behind this metric is that the more

new characters y has compared to x, the more difficult it will be for the user to read y next because

there are more characters that the user potentially doesn’t know.

Let NNC(x,y) refer to the number of new characters in y relative to x. NNC provides a directional

relationship, where NNC(y,x) 6= NNC(x,y). To explore this metric, I calculated the NNC of every

pair of books in both directions. Figure 26 is a scatter plot of the character difference (NNC)

results. All dots for some x value represents the NNC of each book (not x) relative to x. The graph

shows that the range of NNC for each book varies, with some clustered in a small range and some

scattered over a larger range. This indicates some degree of diversity in NNC scores. However, upon

examining pairs of books with higher NNC, I observed that the chapter difference of the pair of

books potentially impacts the NNC. To determine the correlation, I calculated the chapter difference

of every pair and compared it to the NNC. To determine the chapter difference, I subtracted the

number of chapters in x from y if NNC(y,x) and the number of chapters in y from x if NNC(x,y).
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This means that the chapter difference is also a directional relationship. If x has more chapters than

y, then comparing y relative to x would result in a negative difference. Otherwise, comparing x

relative to y would result in a positive difference. Figure 27 shows a graph of the chapter difference

versus the character difference. The red line marks a positive trend line, suggesting that the greater

the chapter difference, the greater the character difference. This indicates that the chapter difference

may be a confounding factor in the calculation of the NNC.

Figure 26: Scatter graph showing the possible character differences for each book with no random
sampling.
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Figure 27: Graph of the correlation between chapter difference and character difference.

To account for the chapter difference, I experimented with taking a fixed random sample of

chapters from each book (as opposed to using all the chapters) when calculating the NNC. I set

the sample size to be the minimum total chapters out of all the books. In the app’s sample of 10

books, the sample size came out to be 51 chapters. Using this number, I recalculated the NNC of

every pair of books in both directions, taking a random sample of 51 chapters from each book. The

random sampling had an impact on the range of values for the NNC. Figure 28 is a scatter plot

of the character difference (NNC) results with sampling. Compared to figure 26, the books still

have diverse ranges of NNC scores. However, upon examining the y-axis, the range of values have

actually proportionally shrunk, where 60% of the books had a change in the minimum possible

NNC value.
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Figure 28: Scatter graph showing the possible character differences for each book with random
sampling.

To observe if the sampling helped account for the noise from chapter differences, I calculated

the difference in NNC by taking the absolute value of the difference between the first NNC value

(without sampling) and the second NNC value (with sampling). This will be referred to as the

"difference of differences." The absolute value was taken because the focus was on the degree of

change on the NNC value, rather than the positive/negative direction of change. I then graphed this

against the total chapter difference, which can be seen in Figure 29. From the graph, the line of best

fit indicates a positive correlation, meaning that the greater the chapter difference, the more random

sampling changed the NNC value. This suggests that the random sampling helped "correct" the

impact of chapter difference on the NNC. As such, NNC with random sampling was preferred over

NNC with no sampling for the scoring metric of relational lexical difficulty.
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Figure 29: Graph of the correlation between chapter difference and difference of differences.

Lexical Difficulty: Character Complexity

According to a linguistics study on assessing Chinese readability, word frequency can measure word

difficulty, and the frequency of the Chinese characters in a text has a positive impact on readability

[12]. From this, I explored ways to incorporate frequency into the reading difficulty score. For this

project, "frequency" is defined as how common a character is used or seen. Luckily, there is an

existing dataset with such information from hanziDB, where they have a list of characters ordered

by frequency rank [9]. The higher the rank, the more common the word. For example, the rank 2

character is more common than the rank 5 character. Using this data, I decided to use the metric of

average frequency rank as the scoring metric. This is calculated by adding the frequency rank of all

characters in the novel and dividing that by the number of characters. For this, random sampling

was not used as there is no significant difference in the averages with and without sampling, as

shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Average character frequency rank with and without sampling for each book.

Another metric that was explored was stroke count. According to a study about the effect of

pattern complexity, the number of strokes is a common measure of character complexity. Crowding,

which is the space between adjacent characters, increases with complexity; this limits visual span.

They define visual span as "the number of letters that can be recognized without moving the eyes"

[20]. While the same hanziDB data set from above does have data on the number of strokes per

character, this metric was ultimately not used as stroke count is more applicable to a short text

excerpt, rather than a whole novel. Additionally, limited visual span does not necessarily inhibit the

reader from ever understanding the text, and the app focuses on if the user can understand the text

even if they read it slowly.

Syntactic Difficulty: Sentence Length

In a study about CRIE, a tool that uses machine learning to analyze Chinese texts, the paper

mentions that there is a positive correlation between sentence length and syntactic difficulty:

"Complex sentences are usually longer, structurally intense, and impose a higher cognitive burden

on the reader" [18]. This led to the idea of average sentence length, which is included in the app’s

scoring system. This metric is calculated by summing the length of all sentences in a novel and

dividing that by the total number of sentences. Like average character frequency, sampling does not

have much impact on average sentence length, as shown in Figure 31. Hence, random sampling is

not used.
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Figure 31: Average sentence length with and without sampling for each book.

User Feedback

In addition to linguistic factors, the score also accounts for user feedback with 1
number of users who suggested y after x+1 .

Users can recommend books to be read after book x and this would dynamically update the score of

those recommended to account for the suggestion. The inverse is used, because the score is "better"

the lower it is. User feedback is included because if the app gives a poor recommendation, there is a

chance for it to be "corrected" through user opinion. User opinion is also very valuable because it is

ultimately other similar users who will read the books and use the app as well.

Implementation of Algorithm

Besides the user feedback factor, the other aspects of the score will never change. Hence, to save

on repeated calculations, the following makes up the "original score": average character frequency

rank of y * average sentence length of y * number of new characters in y (relative to x). This is pre-

computed and stored in the database under the feedback collections, as mentioned in section 5.2.2.

Then, whenever the user loads the page for book x, the app will calculate the scores of all books y

that are not x. This is done by multiplying the original score with 1
number of users who suggested y after x+1 .

Then the app ranks the scores, outputting the three books with the lowest scores.

As described in section 4.1.5, the user feedback is done through filling the form on the "Recom-

mendations" page. They essentially use the form to complete the following sentence: "By reading

difficulty, [Book 1] should be read [before | after][Book(s) 2]." Suppose the user inputs: "Book
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a should be read after books b and c." Then, upon submission, the app will fetch the feedback

collections for both b and c. Finding the entry for a in both collections, the app will update the

"likes" of a by 1 in both. Suppose the user inputs this instead: "Book a should be read before books

b and c". Then, the app will fetch the feedback collections for a. For both the b and c entries in the

collection, the app will update the "likes" by 1. With this database structure, the app will only need

to fetch the feedback collection for x to calculate the scores when the user loads the Book page for

x. Overall, this implementation helps save the processing on data that can be pre-computed, while

automatically maintaining the dynamic aspect of the scoring system from the user feedback.

5.3.4. User Personalization

Currently, users can sign in with their Google accounts to save their reading progress. While

not about language learning, this feature is designed for CH-ENG to give users a better reading

experience as a novel-reading application. Google sign-in was chosen for account authentication

because there was the underlying assumption that many users probability have Google accounts.

For CH-ENG, the app only needs the email of the user to identify them. Whenever a new user logs

in, the app checks if the user is already in the database. If they aren’t, then the app will add a record

into the "Users" collection. Once the user has logged in, the app will automatically save the user’s

progress by storing, per book, the number of the last chapter they read. Whenever the user navigates

to a different chapter for a book, the app will update the user’s position in the database. This means

that if the user jumps from the first to last chapter for a book, then the app will indicate the last

read chapter as the last chapter. Likewise, if the user goes back from the last chapter to chapter

one, the app will say that chapter one is the last read chapter. As mentioned in section 4.3, the last

saved point can be seen on the Books page. When the logged-in user loads the page, the app will

automatically check if the user has already read the book. If so, it will fetch the chapter they were

last reading and provide a "Continue" button. If not, then the app will show a "Read Chapter 1"

button.

To enable Google authentication, I first had to register the app with Google to obtain a client id

and secret code. Then, on the server end, the app uses the Flask Dance API to connect with Google’s
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OAuth system. Flask Dance is a general library that allows a Flask app to connect with OAuth

for many providers such as Google, Github, and Facebook [11]. In CH-ENG, Flask Dance helps

create a "blueprint" for the Flask session to request and obtain authorization from Google when a

user clicks "Login." The blueprint contains the app’s client id, secret code, scope, and redirecting

path. The scope refers to the type of information being requested from the user logging in, such as

their name. The redirecting path is the page the user should be redirected to after they log in. Once

Google gives authorization, the app can use functions in the Flask Dance library to obtain allowed

information about the signed-in account, such as the email address. Once the user logs out, their

session is cleared, and the app will no longer show any reading progress data.

6. Evaluation

For this project, there were two types of evaluation. The first was to evaluate the accuracy of the

algorithms, namely the paragraph-alignment and book recommendation algorithms. The second

dealt with getting user feedback on the app itself.

6.0.1. Evaluating the Paragraph-Level Alignment Algorithm

To evaluate this algorithm, I took a random sample of five chapters. I ensured that they were each

from a different book (chosen randomly). This was to account for the fact that an algorithm may be

performing well for certain books over others. Then, for each selected chapter, I evaluated if each

Chinese paragraph was matched with the correct English paragraph. This was manually done by

looking at the English machine-translated (MT) version of the Chinese paragraph and comparing

the MT version to the matched English paragraph. Using my best judgment, I looked at the words

and general meaning expressed in both paragraphs to determine if they were a good match. Note

that "paragraphs" in web novels are typically very short, sometimes even just one sentence. This

made it much easier to compare the paragraphs. In addition, typically both paragraphs would either

be very similar or very different– no in-between. An example of a good match is the MT paragraph:

"With red eyes, Lan Luofeng said firmly: ’Don’t worry, Ling Xiao, I will take care of our
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home.’ She put Ling Xiao’s hand on her abdomen, and said with shame: ’In more than

eight months, you will I’m going to be a father.’"

and the corresponding English paragraph:

"With red-rimmed eyes, but a firm voice, Lan Luofeng said, ’Don’t worry, Ling Xiao. I

will take good care of our household.’ She placed Ling Xiao’s hand on her abdomen, and

said shyly, ’In another eight months or so, you are going to be a father’[17]."

An example of a bad match would be the MT paragraph:

"This man is not easy to provoke!"

and the corresponding English paragraph:

"’Chu Liuyue.’ She had no intention of hiding her identity. After all, he looked like a man

of many means. Lying would only cause more problems [15]."

Figure 32: Evaluation Results for Paragraph-Alignment Algorithm

For each of the five sample chapters, I calculated the percent accuracy by dividing the number of

correct alignments by the total number of paragraphs. Overall, the average accuracy per chapter is

78%. The result for each chapter is shown in Figure 32. There are two chapters with 100% accuracy,

highlighted in green in the figure. Two other chapters, while not perfect, also have a relatively

high accuracy of 98% and 86%. In these chapters, the incorrect matches are in the middle of the
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chapter, and because the impact of the inaccuracy was small, the algorithm was able to self-correct

the displacement. This means that although there are inaccurate matches in the middle, the chapter

still ends with correctly matched paragraphs.

However, one chapter has only an 8% accuracy. Upon inspection, this is because, at the beginning

of the chapter, there are a couple of instances where the algorithm isn’t able to match an MT

paragraph to the correct English paragraph due to synonyms and different phrasing. For example,

the MT paragraph "The monks are also very busy, except for the scattered people in Beihe" should

be matched with "Cultivators were quite busy... other than Northern River’s Loose Cultivator"

[16]. However, the algorithm isn’t able to connect them because it isn’t able to associate "Northern

River’s Loose Cultivator" with "Beihe" and "Cultivators" with "monks." Instead, it matched the MT

paragraph with "Inside the dorm, Song Shuhang went to bed very early" due to the score settings.

The mismatched English paragraph caused a relatively large displacement that was outside the

tolerance range of three (set from the algorithm). Due to other such instances early in the chapter,

the algorithm ultimately isn’t able to correct itself since the beginning, and this error is carried until

the end of the chapter. As such, the four correct paragraphs are the very first four paragraphs of the

chapter, before any displacement started.

Overall, from the evaluation results, the algorithm often performs well. It was able to perfectly

match two of the five chapters, proving that it does have the potential to be 100% accurate. Addi-

tionally, in the two chapters that aren’t perfect but have high accuracy, the algorithm shows that it

can self-correct small displacements. The biggest drawback is that the algorithm can perform very

poorly for some occasional chapters. However, the algorithm has much potential to improve. By

experimenting with different ranges and ways to calculate the score, the algorithm can potentially

increase its fault tolerance to account for major errors (like the one from the evaluation).

6.0.2. Evaluating the Book Recommendation System

Evaluating this algorithm was tricky because there was difficulty in finding “truth” to these

recommendations without numerous user feedback. However, getting user feedback was difficult

due to the nature of what was being evaluated. For example, let book s be recommended as a
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follow-up to book p. It wouldn’t be known if s is a good recommendation until multiple users, who

have read all of p, read s and give feedback about this recommendation. For this project, that was a

bit too much to ask of users.

An alternative evaluation method was to observe the books being recommended. The observed

trend was that different books have different suggestions, but due to the small sample size, many

share the same suggestions. For example, Figure 33 shows the app’s suggestions for two books.

Note that the suggestions are shown such that the left-most of the three is the top suggestion and the

right-most is the top third. These two books share two of the same suggestions, although the rank is

not necessarily the same. The top suggestion for book A is the top third for book B, and the top

second for both books is the same. This implies that the scores are actually varying per book, but

certain books are nevertheless still consistently scoring well in the algorithm.

Figure 33: Comparison of the suggested books for two books.

The reason for the similar recommendations may be that two of the four factors in the scoring

system are not relationship dependent. In particular, these factors are the average character frequency
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rank and average character count per sentence. No matter what book another book is compared to,

these numbers are finalized and never changed. So, its score mostly fluctuates from book to book

by the new character and user feedback factor. As such, a possible way to improve the algorithm

is to make these factors relationship dependent. For example, suppose the algorithm is finding

suggestions for book p. Let the average character frequency rank of a book p be CFR(p). When

calculating the score for some book s (that is not p), the algorithm could subtract the CFR of s

from p (CFR(p)−CFR(s)). Recall that a higher CFR means that the books have more uncommon

words. Then, a positive difference would mean that p has a higher CFR, perhaps indicating that p is

harder than s. Likewise, a negative difference may mean that s is harder than p. Factoring some

modification of CFR(p)−CFR(s) into the score, rather than just CFR(s), may make the scores

more unique, and therefore vary the recommended results more. Similarly, another possibility could

be to explore what the difference in average character count per sentence can reveal, and this can

also help make the suggestions more unique.

Other reasons for the similar recommendations may be due to the small sample size of books and

the low number of user recommendations. Currently, the app does not have a sufficient user base

that actively provides recommendations. As such, the "dynamic" aspect of the scoring system is not

yet fully utilized. With more books and more active users, the algorithm could output more varied

results.

6.0.3. User Evaluations

For this project, there were two rounds of evaluations. The first round tested the MVP (minimal

viable product). At the MVP stage, the app did not yet have Google sign-in, book recommendations,

highlighting-on-both-sides, and the sidebar when reading. The second round tested the current

version of the app without highlighting-on-both-sides; this feature was added after evaluations

were done. For both evaluations, there were six users; the same users were used each time. They

varied in Chinese reading proficiency. Some users have never learned Chinese, while others were

perfectly fluent in reading. They also varied in personal engagement with web novels, with some

only knowing about them while others are avid readers themselves. For each evaluation, users were
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given a document containing a task list and a brief introduction paragraph with instructions. The

task list for round 1 and 2 can be found in Appendix Figures A1 and A2 respectively. Users were

asked to talk out loud as they walked through the tasks. Additionally, they were encouraged to try

to figure out how to do the tasks themselves. While they did the tasks, I took notes on any tasks

they struggled with and any feedback they said.

In the first round of evaluations, users were largely able to get through the tasks themselves

without much help. There were no issues with page navigation, and completing the tasks was fairly

intuitive. Even if they stumbled, they were able to easily adapt. For example, one user initially

wasn’t sure how to go back to the Books page from the Reading page. However, after exploring

the page and finding the link, they said that it became intuitive. Additionally, the highlighting-for-

translation feature garnered much appeal from the users. Many spent a relatively long time on the

task to play around and see what translations came up. There were also many compliments about

the aesthetics of the app, such as the formatting of the "cards" for the books on the Library page.

Figure 34: Imagine of the language toggle from an earlier version of the app.
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From this round, the primary source of confusion was the site-wide language toggle the app had

at the time (mentioned in section 4.3). This toggle would change a text to Chinese or English (if

the counterpart wasn’t already on the page), and the ordering of texts would change. For example,

in the English version, the English paragraphs would be on the left (on the Reading page), and in

the Chinese version, the Chinese paragraphs would be on the left. Figure 34 shows how the toggle

looked in the app in the earlier version. One issue was the color scheme of grey for English and

blue for Chinese. A user commented: "The color choice is very unintuitive. The grey, to me, would

indicate disabling." On the pages, there were also inconsistencies with what was translated and what

was not. For example, one user was confused why the title of the app and the footer text did not

change to Chinese when the toggle was set to Chinese. They were unsure about the extent of the

language parallelism in the app. Users were also confused about why the texts were getting flipped:

"Don’t flip things with the toggle– there’s no point. The format should stay the same." As such,

multiple users have expressed that the toggle should just be removed and to show the two languages

on the page together.

Other feedback was on some user interface or wording aspects. For example, on the Reading

page, a user suggested that the size of the text should indicate what’s important. In the early iteration,

the title of the book was in large prominent letters, while the title of the chapter was in medium-size

letters under the book title. They suggested that the chapter title should be given more emphasis; the

book title should be smaller and be put in a corner instead. Another example is the user suggestion

for sign-post indicators on the home page. In the first version, the Home page contained the contents

of the current Home page, the Features page, and a section explaining the book collection. Because

the scroll bar was not apparent, having some form of "next" would ensure that users knew there was

more information to scroll down to. There were also many user ideas for app additions, from small

components such as adding GIFs on the Home page to feature suggestions like a sidebar for chapter

navigation (which was later implemented). Overall, the first round of evaluations indicated that the

app was heading in the right direction. It was relatively functional and was largely not difficult to

use. However, user experience with component sizing or placements could use some work, and the
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approach to language symmetry in the app had to be reconsidered. Aggregate field notes from the

first round of user evaluations can be found in Appendix Figure A3.

For the second round of evaluations, there was no one big issue where multiple users have

expressed feedback about (like with the language toggle). However, a user did find a bug where the

tooltip is triggered when it’s not supposed to be – that has since been fixed. There were also further

suggestions on how to improve the user experience. One was to have more proactive error-handling

with the recommendation form. In the past, when users selected the same book for multiple fields,

there would be an "invalid" warning when the user clicked "Submit." Instead, the suggestion was to

not let that possibly happen in the first place by removing options depending on what the user has

previously selected. Another suggestion was to have the "card" formats be more consistent. One

type of card had a shading animation with non-clickable pictures, while another one had a clickable

image with no shading animation. Additionally, a suggestion was to divide the Home page into

separate pages. At this point, the Home page still had the contents of the Features page, so it was

only after the second evaluation did the features information finally get its own separate page.

Nevertheless, there was much positive feedback in the second round. Multiple users have

expressed that they really like the user personalization with Google sign-in, and users still liked

to play with the highlighting-for-translation feature. There was also more praise about the user

interface and user experience compared to the first round. Aggregate field notes from the second

round of user evaluations can be found in Appendix Figure A4. Overall, the app was evaluated to

be intuitive, pretty, and works as intended. Some direct quotes are:

• "It very pretty and works pretty seamlessly. JS is responsive for the most part."

• “Pretty and surprising intuitive.”

• "UI is 11/10."

• "Everything is as expected."
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7. Conclusion

7.1. Reflection: Lessons Learned

7.1.1. What went well?

Overall, this project was able to result in a usable, intuitive application that provides a proof

of concept for the possibility of language-learning with web novels. It met the goals set in the

beginning– the paragraph-alignment algorithm achieved a great degree of success, the highlighting-

for-translation feature was one of the test users’ favorite tools, and the book recommendation system

can serve as a basis for future work. In addition, the app was ultimately able to include more features

than what was initially expected. In the early planning stages, features such as user personalization

with Google sign-in and highlighting-on-both-sides were marked as "stretch goals" – features that

would potentially be left as "future work." While not all "stretch goals" were included in the final

product, CH-ENG was able to become more multi-functional with such additions.

7.1.2. What didn’t go well?

Of course, this project met its fair share of problems during the research and development process.

In particular, data gathering and processing proved to be a challenge. As mentioned in section

5.1, the novel data had to be scrapped from Webnovel and Qidian. The scrapped data was often

messy and inconsistent in formatting. For example, some text files would repeat the chapter name

twice (rather than once); some would also signpost new chapters differently. Take “第一章” ,

which means Chapter 1, for example. Some would use add symbols, such as a colon ( “第一章”

versus “第一章:”), and some would use different ":" characters ("章：" versus "章:"). They look

the same, but actually have a different Unicode, so they are by default treated as different characters

in a program. These inconsistencies made creating a parser program to extract and organize the

information difficult, as there were many special cases to account for.

In addition to messy data, a challenge was also the lack of data that could specifically help the

app classify the reading difficulty of web novels. If more information were available, such as an

already pre-made dataset with difficulty scores for web novels, or concrete data on how certain
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book elements (i.e genre) can impact reading difficulty, then developing the book recommendation

algorithm would not have taken as much guess-work. If backed by web novel specific data, the

algorithm results would also have much more "validity."

7.1.3. What could have been done differently?

In hindsight, something that could have been done differently was the database schema. As

mentioned in section 5.2.2, it could have been designed to be more scalable. This would not only be

helpful when implementing future features, but would also help the app be sustainable in the long

term. Another aspect that could have been done differently was spending more time on adding books

to the app. While the focus of the project was on the features (rather than the books themselves),

having more data would perhaps have made a difference when analyzing algorithm performance

or noticing trends. However, these drawbacks have inspired ideas for future work, which will be

elaborated in the next section (7.2).

7.2. Future Work

There are four categories of possible future work:

1. Adding More Diverse Books with More Data

2. Improving the Algorithms with ML

3. Features to Improve Reading Experience

4. Features for More User Involvement

7.2.1. Adding More Diverse Books with More Data

As mentioned in section 6.0.2, one of the possible ways to improve the book recommendation

algorithm is to have a larger book collection. Currently, the app only has ten books. While genres

range from romance to science-fiction, there are also many more genres available that are not

included, such as historical fiction. More books can be added to not only expand the amount of data

to work with, but also to increase diversity. Additionally, the app can relay more information about

the books, such as the genre. With such information, perhaps the relationship of a book’s difficulty

with its genre can even be explored.
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7.2.2. Improving the Algorithms with ML

As discussed in section 6.0.1 and 6.0.2, there is much room for improvement in both algorithms.

However, rather than tweaking and experimenting with the scoring systems, a possible direction

could be to use machine learning (ML). For the paragraph-alignment algorithm, ML could be used

to determine the best-fit English paragraph through training a model on a dataset of "good matches."

This may be a better alternative than the current methodology of playing with different weights

for the factors, as the model could dynamically determine what factors to prioritize based on the

training set. For the book recommendation algorithm, ML could be used to give books a reading

difficulty score. By providing a dataset of Chinese passages with a difficulty score, a model can be

trained to provide a score for each book (or maybe even for each chapter). With numbers, users

can compare the books themselves, understand their reading level, and plan their own reading

sequences.

7.2.3. Features to Improve Reading Experience

Ultimately, CH-ENG is also a novel-reading application, and one of the most important aspects

of such an app is the reading experience. During the second round of evaluations, the users gave

many great suggestions for features that would improve their reading experience. They include:

1. a personal library with the books the user has read or are reading

2. a reading progress bar for a chapter and/or book

3. a smart search bar to easily find books

4. dark mode

5. indicating word count for chapter and book

6. changeable text size

7.2.4. Features for More User Involvement

Currently, users don’t have many ways to express their thoughts or opinions on the app other

than through the recommendation form. Hence, more features could be added to have users become

more involved in the app and to possibly build up a community of similar users. One such feature is
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to allow them to comment on books. These comments could provide other users insights on how

interesting the book is and perhaps even hint at the reading difficulty. Another potential feature is

a user rating system for the book. However, in spirit of the app being for language learning, the

rating could be for reading difficulty. With enough users, this metric may be even more accurate

than any machine-generated score, as the users would be suggesting from experience. A possible

feature that could help with the paragraph-alignment issues is to have users report any passages that

are misaligned. This would not only help catch errors, but would also be helpful with adjusting the

algorithm if there are trends in what is being reported. Finally, another possible feature could be

for users to upload their own content. This would help automate the process of adding content to

the app and reduce the weight on the developer’s end for picking the books. This would also open

doors for more personalized use.
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https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/long-reads/article/2144610/chinas-online-publishing-industry-where-fortune
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/long-reads/article/2144610/chinas-online-publishing-industry-where-fortune
https://github.com/Flameish/Novel-Grabber
http://www.dualtexts.com/parallel/316-a-dog-s-life


10. Appendix

Figure A1: The task list for the first round of user evaluations.
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Figure A2: The task list for the second round of user evaluations.
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Figure A3: Aggregate field notes from the first round of user evaluations.
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Figure A4: Aggregate field notes from the second round of user evaluations.
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